been collected from survey like LPSS, LMT, topic, caprice, and degree which thus explains about characteristic of user cyberspace. Finally, from thus the researcher want to classify about bloggers users to two groups using Neural Network with backpropagation algorithm and Log-Linear models using program R version 3.4.1
II. Artificial neural network

A. Neural Networks
Trentin and Freno said that Neural networks are flexible, nonparametric modeling tools. They can perform any complex function mapping with desired accuracy. An ANN is typically composed of several layers of many computing elements called nodes. Each node receives an input signal from other nodes or external inputs and after processing the signals locally through a transfer function, it outputs a transformed signal to other nodes or final result [1] . A single-input neuron is shown in Figure 1 . The scalar input p is multiplied by the scalar weight w to wp form, one of the terms that is sent to the summer. The other input, 1, is multiplied by a bias b and then passed to the summer. The summer output often referred to as the net input, goes into a transfer function, which produces the scalar neuron output. (Some authors use the term "activation function" rather than transfer function and "offset" rather than bias) [2] . Now consider a network with several layers. Each layer has its own weight matrix w, its own bias vector b, a net input vector n, and an output vector. We need to introduce some additional notation to distinguish between these layers. We will use superscripts to identify the layers. Specifically, we append the number of the layer as a superscript to the names for each of these variables. Thus, the weight matrix for the first layer is written as w^1, and the weight matrix for the second layer is written as w^2. This notation is used in the three-layer network shown in Figure 2 [1] . 
B. Backpropagation Algorithm
The backpropagation algorithm looks for the minimum of the error function in weight space using the method of gradient descent. The combination of weights which minimizes the error function is considered to be a solution of the learning problem. Since this method requires computation of the gradient of the error function at each iteration step, we must guarantee the continuity and differentiability of the error function. Obviously, we have to use a kind of activation function other than the step function used in perceptrons, because the composite function produced by interconnected perceptrons is discontinuous, and therefore the error function too. One of the more popular activation functions for backpropagation networks is the sigmoid, a real s_c=R→(0,1) defined by the expreesion [3] .
The constant c can be selected arbitrarily and its reciprocal 1/c is called the temperature parameter in stochastic neural networks. The shape of the sigmoid changes according to the value of c, as can be seen in Figure 3 . The graph shows the shape of the sigmoid for c=1, c= 2 and c=3. Higher values of c bring the shape of the sigmoid closer to that of the step function and in the limit c→1 the sigmoid converges to a step function at the origin. In order to simplify all expressions derived in this chapter we set c=1, but after going through this material the reader should be able to generalize all the expressions for a variable c. In the following we call the sigmoid s_1 (x) just s(x) [3] . Fig. 3 . three sigmoid (for c=1, c=2, and c=3) [3] The derivative of the sigmoid with respect to x as follow as
An alternative to the sigmoid is the symmetrical sigmoid S(x) defined as 
C. Log-Linear Models
Log-linear models play a considerable role in statistics and machine learning, special classes are often known through different names depending on the application domains and on various details: exponential families, maximum entropy models conditional random fields, binomial and multinomial logistic regression. A conditional log-linear model which we could a conditional exponential family, as model form [4] :
Where  is a variable in a set V.  K is the conditional variable  is parameter vector i ℝ  ∅ is future function ( , ) → ℝ ; note that we sometimes write ( ; ) or ( ; ) instead of ( ; ) to stress the fact that K is a condition.  b is a nonnegative function ( , ) → ℝ + ; we will call it the background function of the model  ( , ), called the partition function, is a normalization factor:
When the context is unambiguous, we will sometimes leave the condition K as well as the parameter vector a implicit, and also simply write Z instead of ( , ), thus we will write [4] : 
III. Design of Study
The dataset has been collected at website http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/BLOGGER. Three are 6th variables which is Political Social Space (LPSS), Local Media Turnover (LMT), Political Caprice, Topics, and Degree. The number of objects in this study are 100th. The characteristic of the dataset shown on table 1. 
Inputs
Local Media Turnover (LMT)
In this study, researcher using Artificial Neural Network to solve problem of classification bloggers which methods is Neural Network using backpropagation algorithm and Log-Linear Models. The purpose of this study is firstly what is the appropriate neural network architecture for this particular data set, secondly what is the best method to solved in this case.
IV. Results and Discussion
The database was got from http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/BLOGGER. There are 100th object and 6th variables. All of the variables were bloggers (cyberspace), Political and Social Space (LPSS), Local Media Turnover (LMT), Political Caprice, Topics, and Degree. This study has using Artificial Neural Network with backpropagation algorithm and Log-linear for classify Professional Bloggers. We classify blogger to two groups: professional bloggers and seasonal (temporary) bloggers. In this case, we assume that the Factors of bloggers are Political and Social Space (LPSS), Local Media Turnover (LMT), Political Caprice, Topics, and Degree.
A. Classification using Neural Network with Backpropagation Algorithm
It is necessary to know how many neurons and hidden layer are required to achieve the optimal results. So, in the first experiment the numbers of neurons in hidden layer are investigated and the result show in fig 4. In this case, we use perceptron which has two hidden layer. The both of hidden layer has four and two activations, show in figure 4 . That perception has five input which is lpss, lmt, topic, caprice and degree which one output bloggers (cyberspace) case. Figure 5 show about capability of every variables influence bloggers (cyberspace) case. Figure 5 explains that bloggers (cyberspace) case have soo much variability, that's why we can say variables of lpss, lmt, topic, caprice and degree are effective for influence bloggers (cyber space) case from this plot at figure 5, we can see the values of bloggers (cyberspace) case is very variability for every variables which is value from -2.5 until 2.5. 
B. Identify the Headings Classification with Log-Linear Models using Neural Networks
After we calculated the dataset using log-linear with packages "nnet" which are got coefficient for every parameters as given in table 2. From that table, we can see the values of coefficient caprice, topic and lpss are minus. The other way, the values of coefficient degree and lmt are positive. Thus made caprice, topic and lpss are increase so value of classification bloggers must be small. The other way for variables of degree and lmt. It has residual device as large as 106.117 and the value of Akaike information criterion (AIC) is 118.117. The measure of AIC in the model is model has be better if AIC is small and the other way. Figure 6 shown about capability log-linear models predict classify blogger (cyberspace) case. Thus showing that predictions and actual values almost the same. Fig. 6 . plot between value of prediction and actual dataset for blogger.
C. Prediction Professional Bloggers
Cross-validation Result on the predictive performance of neural network with backpropagation algorithm are given in table 3. We assume that every of LPSS, LMT, Topic, Caprice, Degree are yes, no, political, middle and medium which result of prediction is Seasonal Bloggers like given in table 3. You can see obvious in table 3. Political Caprice has middle and Degree has medium so prediction must be professional bloggers. That is obviously another predictions. Finally, we can see the different prediction between using backpropagation algorithm and log linear models at above table 3 and table 4 . The prediction using backpropagation algorithm and log linear are distinguish on the second observation and the eighth observation which is obvious prediction on above table.
D. Misclassification
In this case, if we use backpropagation for classify which have misclassification as large as 0.1 and if we use log-linear models for classification which have 0.22. Table 5 show result of misclassification for both of methods. Finally, for this case, we can choice backpropagation algorithm to classify bloggers (cyberspace). Causes misclassification backpropagation algorithm less than using Multinomial Log-Linear models. 
V. Conclusion
The researcher using Neural Network with backpropagation algorithm and log-linear models to solve problem classification on this case. There are classify bloggers into two groups which is professional blogger and seasonal bloggers. Neural network with backpropagation algorithm has been shown to be useful tool for prediction, especially for this case. From this study, we can see on the result that misclassification with backpropagation algorithm less than using Log-Linear Models that is 0.1 while misclassification using Log-Linear Models as large as 0.22. And finally, the ANN with backpropagation algorithm has optimum error as large as 2.588766 and optimum solution as large as 13579 which architecture of perceptron has five inputs, two hidden layers, and one output.
